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Abstract. In this paper two recently studied aspects of the pear-shape [axial
qudrupole-octupole (QO)] deformation in atomic nuclei are presented namely,
the formation of alternating-parity bands in even-even nuclei aside of the known
regions of octupole collectivity and the interplay of QO shape-dynamics with
the single-particle (s.p.) motion in odd-mass nuclei. The study in the first as-
pect involves an application of a collective QO model to the nuclei 130−136Nd
suggesting the presence of a soft QO mode in 130−134Nd and possible stabiliza-
tion of the octupole shape in 136Nd. In the second aspect, we clarify the role of
the QO deformation in the 7.8 eV 229mTh “nuclear clock” isomer, pointing out
the crucial importance of the octupole mode for the formation of this unusual
nuclear excitation.
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1 Introduction

The shapes of atomic nuclei, arising on the basis of nuclear shell structure, de-
termine in turn the main collective and microscopic dynamical properties of the
nucleus in the whole range of excitations from the very high-spin states and res-
onances to some extremely low-energy excitations at the border of the atomic
energy scale. In the present work we demonstrate the unique role of the axial
qudrupole-octupole (QO) shape, also called “pear-shape”, in the formation of
nuclear dynamic properties at moderate energies and energies in the order of
atomic scale.

The study in the first part of this paper, Sec. 2, is inspired by recent confirma-
tions of stable octupole shape in several nuclei (224Ra [1] and 144,146Ba [2]),
which raise the question about the presence of octupole collectivity in wider
ranges in the nuclear chart. Therefore, we apply a collective QO model ap-
proach [3,4] to the less studied spectra in the nuclei 130−136Nd trying to identify
relevant alternating-parity structures and examine the extents to which any sta-
ble (“rigid”) [3] or “soft” [4] octupole collective mode, defined by the relevant
versions of the model, manifests in the different isotopes.
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In the second part, Sec. 3, we examine wide ranges in the space of QO defor-
mations in order to outline the space of applicability of a theoretical approach
involving the “soft” version of the QO model [4] extended with a deformed
shell model (DSM) [9], recently applied to determine the electric-transition [5]
and magnetic-dipole-moment [6] characteristics of the 7.8 eV isomer in 229Th.
We note that the particular interest in 229mTh is based on its possible application
for the establishment of a new, “nuclear clock”, frequency standard.

2 Alternating-Parity Bands in 130−136Nd

To examine the yrast positive- and negative-parity levels of the isotopes 130−136Nd
and to clarify to what extent and in what form the octupole deformation mode
manifests in the corresponding alternating-parity band (APB) structures we ap-
ply in parallel the two versions of the collective quadrupole octupole (QO) model
developed in Sofia group.

The first version, called QO rotation model (QORM), describes rotations of a
rather general QO shape through a point-symmetry based Hamiltonian [7] and
low-energy oscillations in a double-well octupole potential [3], which together
provide an explanation of the APB structure typical for the nuclei with the pres-
ence of stable QO deformation. This structure is characterized by a strong
(parity-) shift-up of the negative-parity levels with respect to the positive-parity
ones at low angular momenta and subsequent ordering of both sequences into a
common “octupole” band at high angular momenta. Since the latter corresponds
to a stable QO deformation, we call this version of the model “rigid” (see [3] for
details of the model).

The second version, called coherent QO model (CQOM), describes simultane-
ous axial quadrupole and octupole vibrations assumed with the same oscillation
frequency, which are non-adiabatically coupled to the rotation motion [4,8]. The
typical structure of the spectrum based on such a dynamics is characterised by
a persistent parity shift, i.e. a displacement of the negative-parity sequence with
respect to the positive-parity one up to the highest observed angular momenta
without forming a single rotation band. Since this behaviour is associated with
sustainable vibrations without presence of a stable QO shape we call this version
of the model “soft” (see [4, 8] for details of the model).

Some more detailed structure of the APB or octupole bands, in particular, is
revealed through the so-called “staggering” analysis in which the following five-
point finite-differences expression is applied to the APB energy E as a function
of the angular momentum I:

Stg(I) = 6∆E(I)−4∆E(I−1)−4∆E(I+1)+∆E(I+2)+∆E(I−2) , (1)

where ∆E(I) = E(I + 1) − E(I). (See [4] for details.) Thus, by applying
a similar expression it has been shown that in the higher angular-momentum
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regions of the octupole bands in light actinide nuclei (Rn, Ra, Th), where sta-
bilized QO shapes are considered, the spectrum exhibits the so-called “beat”
staggering structure [10]. This effect has been explained through the high-order
angular momentum terms in the QORM Hamiltonian appearing as the result of
a specific point-symmetry based property of the rotating QO shape [3]. In the
same way the fine structure of the octupole bands in several Ba and Ce nuclei
was explained [11]. It was found that the axial QO (pear-shape) deformation
plays the major role in the rotation dynamics of these nuclei.

We applied independently both model versions QORM and CQOM to each of
the considered Nd nuclei by making also use of the staggering expression (1).

The data for all isotopes 130−136Nd are taken from the ENSDF [12]. For three
of them, 130−134Nd, they allow us to construct APBs up to I = 30 although
in the all four isotopes the levels with I = 1 and I = 3 are missing. In the
present work we consider only the levels up to I = 14. Also, in 136Nd the APB
can be constructed up to I = 14 although the levels with I = 10 and I = 12
are considered to be not safe due to the presence of other states with the same
angular momenta and slightly higher energies in neighboring bands. (See band
A (up to I = 8) and F (I = 10−14) for the positive-parity levels and band C for
the negative-parity levels of 136Nd given in [12]). All considered levels in each
of the four nuclei were included in the model fits.

The results of the data analysis and the performed model calculations are given
in Figures 1–3. For the model descriptions the root-mean-square (RMS) devi-

Figure 1. Experimental alternating-parity bands (APBs) in 130−136Nd up to I = 14.
Data from ENSDF [12].
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ations between the theory and experiment are given in keV. The parameters of
the fits in both models are not given for simplicity and we can only say that the
obtained values are in the ranges typical for the other applications of both model
versions (see [3, 4]).

In Figure 1 the experimental APBs in the four Nd isotopes are compared. It
is seen that the parity-shift considerably decreases in the bands with increasing
neutron number from 130Nd to 136Nd. Moreover, in 136Nd it is seen that be-
tween I = 7 and 11 the energy shift practically disappears and the levels appear
ordered as in the octupole bands inherent for the nuclei with stable octupole
deformation.

In Figure 2 the QORM and CQOM descriptions of the APBs in the four isotopes
130−136Nd are compared with the experimental data. In 136Nd it is seen, and also
confirmed by the obtained RMS factors, 94 keV and 144 keV, respectively, that
the rigid QORM limit of the model suggests more reasonable interpretation of
this APB. For the isotopes 134Nd, 132Nd and 130Nd, we see that the soft CQOM
limit of the model already provides better description of the experimental data
compared to the rigid QORM. This result suggests that the APBs of these three
nuclei can be generally referred to as a manifestation of the soft QO collective
mode.

Figure 2. QORM and CQOM descriptions of APBs in 130−136Nd.
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Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical staggering patterns for 136Nd APB.

In Figure 3 the two theoretical staggering patterns obtained for the 136Nd APB
are compared to the experimental one. Again, it is seen that the pattern provided
by QORM better suits to the experiment and despite of the small amount of
data, both of them show that the APB in 136Nd behaves similarly to the APBs in
nuclei with recognized octupole deformations [3, 10, 11].

Summarizing the above considerations, it can be concluded that the analysis of
the data and the performed model calculations generally suggest a possibility
for the presence of a soft QO mode in 130−134Nd and give an indication for a
stabilization of the octupole shape in 136Nd.

3 QO Deformation in the 229mTh Isomer

In works [5, 6] the B(M1) and B(E2) decay rates and magnetic moment of the
229mTh isomeric state (IS) were predicted as a part of the overall manifestation
of a quasi-parity-doublet spectrum in the nucleus 229Th by assuming a very fine
interaction between soft QO motions of the even-even core described by CQOM
and the motion of the odd neutron given by DSM. Basic input for the last one
are the quadrupole (β2) and octupole (β3) deformations which determine the
s.p. orbitals on which the ground state (GS) with Kπ = 5/2+ and IS with
Kπ = 3/2+ are formed. In [5] these two parameters were chosen by varying β2
between the experimental values 0.230 and 0.244 available for the neighboring
even-even nuclei 228Th and 230Th, respectively [13], and changing additionally
β3 under the condition to get the GS and IS orbitals very close to one another
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with leading 5/2[633] and 3/2[631] components (in the usual Nilsson notations
K[NnzΛ]), respectively, and with positive average (expectation) values of the
parity 〈πsp〉 > 0 in both s.p. states. (Note that in the presence of octupole defor-
mation the quantity 〈πsp〉 obtained in DSM can vary between -1 and 1 depending
on β3 and β2.) Thus, in [5] we have fixed β2 = 0.240 and β3 = 0.115.

As the above deformation values are of major significance for the determina-
tion of all 229mTh isomer characteristics it is important to estimate the degree of
arbitrariness in their choice, i.e. to identify the regions in the (β2, β3) deforma-
tion space which could provide similar or even more relevant model treatment
of the isomer. To clarify this question we performed DSM calculations on a net
in the range given by 0.1 ≤ β2 ≤ 0.3 and 0 ≤ β3 ≤ 0.2 which is supposed
to cover all possible QO deformations of physical relevance for a nucleus in the
mass region of 229Th. At each point in the net we obtain the K value and the
average parity 〈πsp〉 for the last occupied s.p. orbital which is supposed to de-
termine the GS and for the next (first) non-occupied orbital, candidate for the
IS. The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 4. In the upper two plots
the (β2, β3)- areas in which the GS (left plot) and IS (right plot) orbitals appear
with differentK-values are presented in different colors, with the corresponding
Ks being also printed. It is seen that for the GS orbital the K = 5/2 value
appears in three (yellow) regions, while for the IS the K = 3/2 appears in a
narrow (blue) diagonal region. The mapping of the latter on the former gives the
diagonal area in the upper-left plot, closed between the blue (K = 3/2) region
and the long black contour. The yellow area inside represents the intersection of
the K = 5/2 GS and K = 3/2 IS subspaces of both plots. This is the (β2, β3)-
region in which DSM provides the needed 5/2[633] and 3/2[631] orbitals for the
GS and IS, respectively. Further, looking on the lower plots one can identify in
a similar way the regions with positive and negative average values of the parity
in the GS (lower-left) and IS (lower-right ) orbitals. Taking into account this in-
formation in the already outlined K-region and by retaining only the 〈πsp〉 > 0
areas for both orbitals, one ends up with a rather limited (β2, β3)- region given
by the tick triangle contour (the same) in the four plots. This is the region of
deformations of model relevance with respect to the current experimental infor-
mation and theoretical interpretation of the Kπ = 3/2+ isomer in 229Th. The
following observations and comments can be made on this result:

i) If we believe that the 229mTh isomer has the presently adopted K-value and
parity, then according to the DSM prediction it can only exist at fairly non zero
octupole deformation. The assumption of zero β3 would only allow Kπ =
3/2−, i.e. negative parity for the lowest excitation and this could only happen
at very small β2 = 0.12−0.13 (lower-left corner of the upper-left plot) which
is essentially aside of the typical deformations of the neighboring actinide nu-
clei. The conclusion is that the octupole deformation appears to be of a crucial
importance for the existence of the 229mTh isomer as currently known.

ii) As a consequence of i) the GS and IS s.p. orbitals provided by DSM al-
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ways appear with mixed parity which has to be projected as done in the model
procedure applied in [5]. The more detailed inspection of the average parity
corresponding to the color intensities in the model space (see the lower plots of
Figure 4) suggests that in GS 〈πsp〉 varies in the limits 0.4− 0.5 while in IS the
parity mixing is even much stronger with 〈πsp〉 varying between 0.01 and 0.15.
Deeper microscopic understanding of the parity-mixing effect as whole is an-
ticipated within a currently developing Hartree-Fock-BCS approximation with
selfconsistent blocking and without imposed reflection symmetry [14].

iii) The outlined model space includes the β2 = 0.240 and β3 = 0.115 val-
ues (used in [5, 6]) close to its lowest vertex. The relatively small area of the
space suggests a reasonable degree of arbitrariness in the model conditions im-
posed in the studies of Refs. [5] and [6]. However, the precise determination and
prediction of the 229mTh isomer properties as well as the deeper understanding

Figure 4. K-values for the GS (up left) and IS (up right) s.p. orbitals and the respective
average parities 〈πsp〉 (lower panels) appearing in DSM within the space of quadrupole
and octupole deformations. The regions of relevant deformations (model space) provid-
ing the correct KGS = 5/2 and KIS = 3/2 values with 〈πsp〉 > 0 are denoted with tick
contour lines. The thinner black curve in the upper-left plot maps the relevant border of
the KIS = 3/2 region from the upper-right plot.
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of the mechanism governing its formation requires a detailed examination of
the model descriptions obtained for various deformations locked in the outlined
model space. This is the subject of work in progress [15].

4 Concluding Remarks

Both of the study cases presented in this work illustrate the widespread manifes-
tation of nuclear complex-shape dynamics, and in particular, phenomena with
the presence of axial (pear-shape) deformations observed in different mass re-
gions and essentially different energies. In the case of the Neodymium nuclei
we find an eventually stronger than expected for this region possibility for the
appearance of stable octupole deformation, while in the case of the 229mTh it
appears that the isomer can only be formed at nonzero octupole deformation in
the s.p. states. Both findings call for further detailed theoretical and experimen-
tal examination of the observed phenomena and show the need for a consistent
study of the different aspects of nuclear shape dynamics.
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